Nucleic acids targeted to drugs: SELEX against a quadruplex ligand.
A number of small molecules demonstrate selective recognition of G-quadruplexes and are able to stabilize their formation. In this work, we performed the synthesis of two biotin-tagged G4 ligands and analyzed their interactions with DNA by two complementary techniques, FRET and FID. The compound that exhibited the best characteristics (a biotin pyridocarboxamide derivative with high stabilization of an intramolecular quadruplex and excellent duplex-quadruplex specificity) was used as bait for in vitro selection (SELEX). Among 80 DNA aptamer sequences selected, only a small minority (5/80) exhibited G4-prone motifs. Binding of consensus candidates was confirmed by SPR. These results indicate that G4 ligands that appear highly specific when comparing affinities or stabilization for one quadruplex against one duplex, do not only bind quadruplex sequences but may also recognize other nucleic motifs as well. This observation may be relevant when whole genome or transcriptome analysis of binding sites is seeked for, as unexpected binding sites may also be present.